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Abstract 
Kurochlcin 1.Л. ct al. Beam basses Monitor /or Superconducting Accelerators: 1HEP 
Preprint 91163.  Protvino, 1991.  p. 3 , figs. 4, tables 2, r<fs.: 9. 

Л special beam losses monitor (BLM) for SC accelerators  colliders as an integral part 
of SC magnet (quadrupole or/and corrector) design is proposed. The main BLM parame
lers calculated under the real UNK and SSC conditions are presented in comparison with the 
traditional BLM ones which is planned to be used at SSC now. 

Аннотация 
Курочкни И.А. и др. Монитор потерь пучка для сверхпроводящих ускорителей: Препринт 
ИФВЭ 91168.  Протвино, 1991.3 с , 1 рис., 2 табл., бнблиогр.: 9. 

В работе предложен специальный монитор потерь пучка для сверх проводящих ускори

телей коллайдеров. Монитор является частью конструкции сверхпроводящего магнита 
(кнадруполя или/и корректора). Проведено сравнение характеристик предлагаемого мо

нитора, рассчитанных для случаев использования его на УНКН и SSC, с аналогичными 
характеристиками траяицнотгого монитора, предполагаемого к использованию на SSC. 

© Institute for High Energy Physics, 1991. 



INTRODUCTION 

All the superhigh energy acceleratorscolliders of generation to come (HERA, 
UNK, RHIC, SSC, LHC) have huge amount of energy accumulated in the beam 
(400 Mj for SSC) and they are based on the use of superconducting (SC) mag

nets. 
Л functional regime of these facilities is very sensitive to the beam losses and 

can be aborted wreckly at quite insignificant levels of pulse beam losses. This 
fact explains the special requirements to the beam losses monitoring system 
(BLMS) that must quarantee a possibility for the unique accelerator complex 
operation. In addition this system has to be used in solving of the traditional 
tasks for all accelerators: 

 study and optimization of the functional regimes; 
 control of the radiation influence on the equipment; 
 control of the radiation safety. 
Beam losses can be clashed as inevitable and accidental ones. There arc 

various reasons for beam losses: 
 particle scattering on the residual gas; 
 scraping of beam edges; 
 injection errors; 
 various nonstabilities of beam parameters; 
 regime deviations from operating points of elements; 
- interaction of colliding beams (for colliders); 
 operation of beam extraction system. 
The inevitable losses can be minimized. Special protection systems arc being 

be developed to reduce their harmful influence. 
To reduce the accidental losses influence the beam abort system and the 

sensitive reliable BLMS must be designed and installed in the machine The 
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key element of BLMS is the set of beam losses monitors (BLM). In this report 
a special type of BLM for SC accelerators is proposed. 

1. BEAM LOSSES M O N I f ORING 

The exceeding of some beam losses level Kids at SC magnets to alarm 
situation, i.e. to the coil transition from superconducting to resistive state  to 
the socalled quench that results in the l<jss of the beam control. The quench 
is a fast consequence of radiation induced warming up of the coil that can not 
be compensated (at the given current level) by relatively slow process of the 
heatexchange with cryoagent. One distinguishes slow (100 ms) and fast beam 
losses. Their tolerable levels are not identical and are given in Table \lll. 

ТвЪ\е 1. Tolerable energy depositions and corresponding beam losses level." in the SSC dipole 
coil 

Energy 
(TeV) 

Fast Josses Slow losses Energy 
(TeV) mJ/g | ppp mW/g | p/sec 

2 510 3.1x 10е 20 6.3x10е 

20 0.31 2.3x10 s 48 1.9xlOT 

One can see from t h e table , the tolerable b e a m losses levels are negligible as 
compared to the number of circulating protons (10 1 4 in SSC' 2 ' ) , which results 
in high requirements to the BLM sensitivity. 

BLMS of the operating accelerators were constructed following the tradi

tional method. Primary beam losses are obtained from the measurements of 
secondary radiation field induced in the accelerator elements. The external 
detectors, radiation monitors, called usually BLMs are used for the correspond

ing measurements. They are disposed outside the beam pipe at the places of 
the most probable beam losses. A few hundreds of BLMs are mounted at the 
big accelerators. As a result there is a very big amount of data during each 
accelerator cycle. Till recently BLM information was rather qualitative than 
quantitative due to the complex nature of registered signals and nonoptimum 
BLM design. Thus BLMS are usually considered as auxiliary beam diagnostic 
system. But this situation is not acceptable in the case of the SC accelerators. 
Characteristics of BLMS depend mainly on the choice correctness of the choice 
of the BLM type, their design, disposition at the chosen operating places and 
also on thek arrangement along the ring. 
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It was mentioned above that BLM detects the products of the primary beam 
particle interaction with, the matter. Along their path the lost hadrons interact 
with the beam pipe wall, which is a thick (greater than nuclear leaght) tar

get for them. The main part of nuclear and electromagnetic cascade energy 
propagates forward in a very small solid angle. On fig.l the angular distribu

tions of the cumulative cascade hadrons integral yield from thick Fc target for 
various ir>sident protons energies arc presented (data are obtained by the use 
of MARSlO'3' computer code). One can notice that relative part of particles 
produced near the axis increase sufficiently with the energy growth, 
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Figure 1. The angular distributions of the cumulative cascade hadrons integral yields from 
thick Fe target for various incident proton energies. 

Until recently tLe optimal type of BLM was a gasfilled ion chamber (1С)^'1,5Л 
This BLM type is relatively inexpensive, simple in exploitation, has wide dy

namic range, very high radiation resistance, long time stability of characteristics 
and satisfactory fastoperation, has a weak sensibility to the magnetic fields. 
The set of the same detectors doesn't require the relative calibrations. Gas

filled BLM, similar to the monitors used at FNAL, are proposed to be used 
at SSCW. It is a cylindrical 1С that has the following parameters: diameter 

40 mm, length  100 mm, volume  about 110 cm3, electrodes spacing  16 mm. 
It is filled with gaseous argon under the pressure of 725 mm Hg arid is scaled. 
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The sensitivity of such monitor is 0.07 mccoul/iad. It is proposed to dispose 
BLM at each quadrupole point and after each 3D meters and symmetrically 
between upper and lower SSC rings (i.e. 0.4 m from the beam axises). Thus it 
is proposed to use the single BLM for two accelerators simultaneously in each 
place along the ring. 

We think the BLMS project offered in ' 2 ' is not adequate to the SSC complex 
as to the advanced machine mainly because of nonoptimum BLM choosing: 

1. The use of the common BLM does not seem the optimal solution because 
the alarm beam losses level in one ring will cause the beam abort from both 
accelerators simultaneously. It is not gainful economically, 

Figure 2. Transverse distribution of the maximal energy deposition in the SSC dipole normal

ized to one incident proton from the 20 TeV gaussian, о s= 0.12 mm beam, hitting 
the inner beam pipe wall at 0 = 0.15 mrad in the median plane. 

2. O n fig.2 t h e t ransverse distr ibution of the maximal energy deposit ion in 
the SSC dipole normalized to one incident proton from the 20 TeV gaussian, 
о = 0.12 mm beam, hitting the inner beam pipe waif at в = 0.15 mrad in the 
median plane is presented'1'. One can sec a very strong radial dependence. At 
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the peripheric, where BLM is proposed to dispose, the value of energy deposition 
is more than by 3 orders less to one near the SC coil. Thus if one disposes BLM 
at a distance of 400 nun from the bcara center then it'll measure the "tails" of 
the distribution with very large relative errors. 

3. If the energy deposition in the shower maximum (normalized to one lost 
proton) is equal to 0,2 GeV/g' 1 ' and beam abort signal is equal to 1/40 of the 
quench level (2105 ppp) then FNAL's type BLM signal will be approximately 
510  1 2 Coulombs, which is not enough for the normal operation of the accept

able electronic equipment. It should be emphasized, that it is the alarm level, 
however BLMS must be able to measure beam losses levels by 23 orders less 
as compared with it. 

On the basis of the conclusions mentioned above we propose a new BLM 
type adequate to the SC accelerators requirements. 

2. BLM F O R SC ACCELERATORS 

As the energy deposition maximum occurs in the SC coil which is the most 
weak part of the magnet, we propose to measure the energy losses of the pro

duced particles also there. The main problem, solved in such common approach, 
was to make the choice of the BLM sensitive medium. We took into account 
the constructive pecualirities and operation conditions of the SC magnets with 
cold magnet screen. Such magnet desing is recognized as the best now. The 
use of liquid helium as BLM sensitive medium seemed to us the most preferable 
and natural decision. As the ion chamber is recongnized the optimal BLM type 
for many reasons, we have made an attempt to design BLM as a liquid helium 

filled ion chamber. We called it HELION(L)  briefly (L). The main properties 
of liquid helium essentia] for such application arc given in table 2' 6 ' 3 ' ' . 

The possible layout of the UN К SC quadrupolc, completed by the HE

LION(L) as an inseparable part of its design is shown on fig.3. The volume of 
liquid helium is increased less than to 1%. The expected HEHON(L) specific

sensitivity (for the same FNAL's BLM volume) would be approximately about 
3.5 mccoul/rad, i.e. 50 times greater. "The factor of optimal (L) disposition 
is about 103 and simultaneously such disposition provides much more accurate 
measurements of the energy deposition in the SC coil. The real volume of (L) is 
800 cm 3, i.e. 7 times greater. Thus the common gain in signal amplitude would 
be 0.35106 and the expected (L) signal at the above mentioned alarm beam 
Losses level for the SSC dipole would be about 1.7 10~s Coulombs with more 
higher accuracy, which seems very attractive. As a result, in addition to the 
the quench protection, one'll be able to observe beam losses at just low levels 
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Some properties of liquid helium 

Density at 4.2K, 1 atm 0.125 g/cm J 

at 4.2K, 5 atm 0.135 g/cm 3 

at 1-8K, 1 atm 0.145 g/cm 3 

Mean one ion pair production energy 42.3 eV 
Effective positive ion mobility 

at 4.2 К O.Oficm3- V - ' - s - ' 
at 1.8 К 0.17 cm2- V - ' - s " 1 

Effective electron mobility; 
at 4.2 К 0.025 cm1 •V-i -s-1 

at J.8 К D.12 cm3 • V-* • 3-1 

Electrical strcDgth 19 kV/mm 
Relative dielectric constant 1.04-1.06 

and to solve successfully all common tasks listed in the beginning o£ this article 
and some new tasks specific for the SC colliders. The (Lj electrodes spacing 
is 5 mm, so the charge collection time in it under UNK-II conditions may be 
estimated as 1.0 ms. It seems just enough to study the accelerator in most 
cases, but it ist't the response time of the monitor, whose value is significantly 
shorter and less than 1.0 mcs. The BLMS response time will be determined 
mainly by electronic possibilities and in the alarm real-time hardware branch 
we plan it to be about 10 - a-lCT 5 s. 

Figure 3. The possible layout of the UNK SC quadmpole magnet, completed by ihe HELION 
(L). Sizes arc given in mm. 1 - bcampipe, 2 - LHc vessel, 3 ~ cryocommunications, 
4 - cold (LN2) screen, 5 - vacuum vessel of the cryostat. 
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On fig.4 HELION(L) response function normalized to one incident proton 
of the 3 TeV thread beam, hitting the outer beam, pipe wall at в = 0.245 rarad 
in the median plane is presented. The function is calculated under conditions of 
the regular UNKI1 lattice. The half cell of regular UNKП lattice completed by 
(L)s is presented below at the same scale. It is seen that half a distance between 
the lenses is well observed. One can expect that the same characteristic under 
the SSC conditions should be more extended. It seems to be expedient to have 
(L) at point С in addition to points F and D in the SSC lattice''7'' and in this 
case it'll be a natural decision to complete the corresponding SSC corrector 
magnets design by (L). 

.A* V V V V V V 1 L '> 

Figure 4. HELION(L) response function normalized to one incident proton from the 3 TeV 
thread beam, bitting the outer beam pipe wall at 0 = 0.245 rnrad in the median 
plane. The function is calculated under conditions of the regular UNKII lattice pre

sented below at the same scale. (I.)s ate mounted on the upstreams SC quadruples. 
The cell оГ regular UNKH lattice completed, by (l.)s is presented below al the same 
scale. 

HELION(L) also has a unique electoral ability to reject the signal from the 
neighbouring ring. For example, in the UNK tunnel where the distance between 
rings of the 1st (400 GeV) and 2nd (3000 GcV) stages is equal to 1.2 m it's 
electoral ability is about 55 db. 

fn the BLM of (Lj type the problems connected with radiation resistance are 
solved automatically. The electrodes arc made from the stainless ste.', applied 
ceramic insulators aie very radiation rcsistable material cither. The sensitive 
medium  liquid hebum  is continuously renovated. 
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The properties of BLM we have proposed permit also to solve some new 
tasks. For example, one should notice the possibi!:ty to provide long term beam 
stability in colliders by on - line study of the beam losses at the extremely low 
levels occurmg both on the beam pipe wall and on the introduced matter (wire 
of the beam profile monitor, for example). The set of (L)s situated in low-B 
region near QL1-QL3 lenses' 1 ' may be used as the relative luminosity monitor 
in the pp-collisiou TCgime. 

CONCLUSION 

In this report only the main contours of the proposed BLM are described. 
Some serious problems have to be solved for HELTON(L) realization and not 
scientific only. But now there are not any alternative (for SC accelerators) beam 
diagnostic instruments providing the detection of the beam losses at their early 
stage at levels preventing beginning of the quench. We offer to complete the 
traditional quench protection system (QPS) by the "quench prediction one" 
(BLMS), where the first would be used mainly as an insurance to the second 
one. We believe high precision and sensitive BLMS (the key element of which 
wc propose) may turn out to he occur a unique powerful mean (in addition to 
traditional diagnostic tools) to provide: 

- the most comfortable and effective operative operational mode of SC col
liders due to the essential quenches frequency reduced by preventive switching 
on the alarm beam abort system; 

- the long term beam stability in SC colliders by the functional regimes 
optimization for the machine operation with extremely high luminosity; 

- the additional luminosity and some other measurements. 
We note for the implementation of HELION(L) it is necessary simultaneous

ly with designing the chosen SC magnet elements (quadrupoles and/or correc
tors) to foresee some space and environment (cables, connectors, fcedthroughs) 
in the cryostat for the monitor disposition in the vicinity of the beam pipe. 
Such BLM must be an inseparable part of the chosen SC magnet elements like 
to the pick-up electrodes for the beam orbit measurements. 

We are grateful to Dr. R.Shafer and Dr. R.Johnson for their interest to this 
work, useful comments and criticism. 
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